
The Storybox Manual
A Practical Guide for Creative Activities with Older People



Welcome to this guide written for carers of older people 
with dementia and Alzheimer’s. Inside you will find step by 
step instructions for drama activities that you could try for 
groups of older people. We picked games and exercises that 
are fun, free and easy to use. No experience necessary, just 
get up and have a go! 
 
About Storybox // 
 
In 2010 and 2011 the Library Theatre in Manchester ran 
Storybox, a series of creative storytelling workshops 
specially designed for older people with dementia and 
Alzheimers. Each week we arrived with a thematic 
‘storybox’ full of sensory props, costumes and music 
to create worlds of make believe for participants to 
experience and play games in. We saw how simple creative 
activity could improve mood, concentration, confidence and 
community. You don’t even need a box of things, you can 
start right away! 

Storybox has received funding from the Paul Hamlyn 
Foundation to continue delivering workshops and 
promoting participatory arts activities for older people until 
2015. We want older people to live well, have fun and  
feel valued. 

About this Guide // 
 
Remember that you are the experts: you know and care for 
these older people. For our workshops we rely on the support 
of care staff to help us know what the participants might enjoy 
or need. If you have a budding singer or keen crossworder 
in your group they might be able to offer new things to the 
games; could they make a soundtrack or script alongside the 
activity? 

We developed these activities by making mistakes or going off 
on unexpected tangents. Every group is different and some 
things will work better than others. That is ok. We found some 
of the best games led to meaningful discussions or a raucous 
sing-along. This guide is full of things we learnt along the way 
and ways to extend or simplify an activity. 

Each activity in this book comes with symbols to help 
you decide whether it is suitable for your group.

Hello //

What you need

Set up

Group size

Duration



Pick a Time //

Why not try an activity before or after lunch when a group 
of people are together? You can try these activities at any 
time perhaps as a daily morning warm-up or end of the 
week treat.

 
Numbers of People // 
 
You can do these games with any number of people. We 
find a group of up to ten people is ideal as you can have 
contact with each participant. A lot of the ideas in this 
guide also work for much bigger groups, or on a one-to-
one basis. The activities work really well with friends and 
families joining in too. 
 
A Circle // 
 
Making a circle of people is very important. You can bring 
chairs close together so participants can see and reach out 
to each other. This will create a space in the middle, which 
you can use as a stage area in some games. We find all the 
games can be played around a table if you have a group 
with varying levels of mobility.

Support //  
 
We work together to deliver the workshops and find it is a big 
help to work in a pair. If you have a colleague that you could 
work with it might help; one of you can steer the group if the 
other needs to see to the needs of an individual. It also allows 
you to bounce off each other to entertain and encourage the 
older people to participate. 
 
A Storybox // 
 
It is very helpful to have a box of props, photos, costume and 
music to aid the sessions. It is not essential to have this before 
you start, it can be something that grows over time. We pick 
themes for the sessions that everyone can relate to and enjoy 
pretending in. At the back of this guide we have put a list of 
themes and resources that might be useful to build your own 
storybox. 
 
Enjoy //  
 
Have fun finding what works with your group; remember there 
is no right or wrong. It is a good start to bring a group of 
people together and engage in new experiences. 

Before You Start //



Clapping Games //
This is a very simple game that is good to play as a warm up. It’s a bit like playing 
catch, but without using a ball! We find that it’s a good way to get a group 
connecting with each other and feeling more alert. 



How to Play // Simplify //

Extend //

Try holding hands in a circle. Instead 
of passing a hand clap around the 
group, try passing a gentle squeeze 
of the hand around the circle. You 
squeeze the hand of the person next 
to you, and they then squeeze the 
hand of the person next to them, 
until the squeeze has travelled all 
the way around the circle. It can 
be nice to play this game with 
your eyes closed. It is a good 
way of including everyone and of 
introducing touch into a session. We 
call this version of game ‘Pass the 
Pulse’ and always end our sessions 
with it. 

It’s a good challenge to get the 
players to call out the name of the 
person that they are throwing the 
hand clap to as they pass it on. You 
could also try picking one leader 
to clap out different rhythms for 
the group to listen to and then 
copy together. How about knocking 
knuckles or tapping nails on tables 
or even clicking fingers instead  
of clapping?  

As the leader, tell everybody that you are going to pass a clap around the group. 
Then you turn to the person next to you and clap your hands together once in 
their direction. That person does the same to the person next to them, and so on, 
until the hand clap has gone all the way around the circle and has returned to you 
where it began. If you’d like, you could do the same thing again, but in the opposite 
direction to make sure that everybody understands how to play. 

The next step is to pass the hand clap randomly around the group. So, you must 
make eye contact with somebody else who is playing the game (they can be sitting 
anywhere now, it doesn’t need to be the person directly next to you) and then clap 
your hands once in that person’s direction. That person ‘catches’ your hand clap, and 
chooses somebody else in the circle to pass it on to, always establishing eye contact 
before passing the hand clap on. 

Think of this game as similar to throwing a ball around the room. The hand clap 
should always be ‘caught’ by someone and then passed on to someone. As a group, 
you should be able to follow the hand clap around the room and know who has ‘got’ 
the hand clap at any point!

5-20 mins4-15 peopleChairs in a circleNone



1 to 10 Game //
This is an easy way to warm up voices, generate energy, spark conversation and 
even get into character! Quite simply, you all sit in a circle and count together slowly 
from 1 to 10 out loud together.



You could all hold hands whilst 
doing this activity to keep everyone 
engaged and connected.

Try using an emotion for your next 
count. The more distinct and clear 
the emotion, the better. You could 
talk about what might make you feel 
that emotion and listen to all the 
different responses. That can also 
make sense of the exercise  
for people. 
 
Use the 1 to 10 scale as before, but 
this time 1 is the slightest emotion 
and 10 is the strongest emotion. 
See how the emotion affects voice 
and body language. After you have 
counted up and down you could take 
it in turns to look at each other’s 
reactions. We found this was a good 
way to ease a group into the world 
of make believe before making up 
stories and scenes together.

How to Play // Simplify //

Extend //Tell the group that you’re going to count out loud from 1-10 together. First, warm up 
voices and build energy by changing the volume of the count. Start quietly and get 
louder as the numbers increase in unison.

The group can start with their hands on their knees for number 1 and as the volume 
increases raise their arms higher, until they are in the air for number 10. It is good to 
celebrate the loudest number with a cheer and wave in unison. This is a good visual 
aid for anyone that can’t hear very well, as well as incorporating a physical element 
to the activity.

Once you have established this with the group you can try counting backwards from 
10 to 1 and decrease the volume. You can bring arms down as the count gets quieter.

After this it is an ideal time to break into song!

5-20 mins1-30 peopleChairs in a circleNone



Singing Games //
This can be easily played when there’s a spare few minutes and you want to get 
everyone focused. Singing is a feel good, inclusive way to get the group energised 
and working together. 



How to Play // Simplify //

Extend //

If you have access to a CD or record 
player, it can be really nice to put on 
some music that everybody knows 
and to just have a good old sing-
along. Try it holding hands in a circle 
or around a table to create a sense 
of occasion. This can be a great 
way of connecting people who have 
more severe needs to the rest of the 
group and to the activities. We have 
often found that those with quite 
advanced dementia are still able to 
remember (and enjoy singing) every 
word to their favourite songs. 

You could try dressing the group 
in bits of costume that represent 
characters from the songs, or maybe 
set the sing-along in a pub full of 
rowdy, merry punters! You could 
print song sheets, add instruments 
(tambourines and maracas are good 
for this!), perform at an imaginary 
Royal Variety Performance or even 
put on your own concert for other 
group members, carers, family  
and friends. 

First, you will need to choose a song that you as the leader know well. The best 
songs for this type of activity are short, camp-fire style songs. We like to use The 
Grand Old Duke of York, London’s Burning or She’ll be Coming Round the Mountain. 
You could look up these songs online, or ask any Girl Guides or Scouts that you 
know for other ideas.

Line by line, teach the song to your group. It’s a good idea for you to sing the first 
line and to get the group to repeat it. If you do this for each line of the song once 
or twice before singing the whole thing, your group will pick it up in no time.  A 
good memory aid is to add an action to each line of the song. You could choose this 
yourself, or you could ask your group for suggestions. Actions also help bring the 
song to life and get everyone joining in.

When everyone can sing the song and do the actions at the same time, you can start 
to experiment together. Sing it again but in a whisper, then again as loud as you can. 
Try singing the song really quickly before slowing it right down. How about missing 
one word out and being silent whenever that word should come up in the song? We 
always like to end the game with a round of applause!

5-60 mins1-30 peopleChairs in a circleNone



Follow the Leader //
This is a game that can be as relaxing or as energising as you choose and it’s a great 
place to start discussions and to stir memories. It’s also a good way of giving the 
spotlight to those who want it! 



Ask the group to listen to a piece of 
music (you might ask everyone to 
close their eyes for this) and then 
have a discussion about  it. Have 
the group heard it before? Where do 
they recognise it from? Does it make 
them think of particular settings, 
people or events? Repeat the 
exercise with a few different pieces 
of music.

This is a brilliant game to start 
developing characters and scenes 
from. Get the group to wear 
costumes that suit the music. Maybe 
someone remembers a scene from a 
film or from their lives as a result of 
hearing the music. If so, how about 
recreating the scene or making a 
photograph of a dramatic moment 
from that film? If your group is more 
mobile, maybe you could stand up 
or move around the room whilst 
playing Follow the Leader? 

How to Play // Simplify //

Extend //

Decide who’ll be the first leader. When we play this game, we always go first to 
make the group comfortable (and it’s often much easier to show how to play 
something than it is to explain it!). Press play on the music (or get someone to do 
it for you) and from your chair, move your arms, move your head, move your body, 
use facial expression, actions or mime, anything that responds to the music and 
have the group copy your movements. 

When we play this game, we like to use the theme tune from Gone With The Wind.  
Our movements are graceful, we swoon and smile and fan ourselves with our hands. 
Sometimes we use the theme tune to The Good, The Bad and The Ugly and mime 
hand guns, hold our hands up to our eyes as if we’re keeping the sun out of them 
and ride imaginary horses all from our chairs. Use whatever music you like, anything 
that might capture the imagination of your group. 

You can pick new people to lead the movements at different points in the music. 
Somebody might  want to lead the movement for an entire piece of music, whilst 
you might have others who won’t feel comfortable leading at all: that’s okay. As long 
as your group are enjoying the exercise and joining in, then it’s working!

10-60 mins2-20 peopleChairs in a circleMusic



Call & Response //
This is a fun game that helps concentration and memory skills. It’s easy to play and 
you can add different themes each time.



You could stand in the middle 
of the room and pick individual 
participants to call to and only that 
person would need to respond. 
You could ask a confident member 
of the group to have a turn at being 
the leader. 

If you have any pieces of fancy dress 
that fit into the theme you could let 
the group pick out a piece to wear 
to really get into the theme.

Don’t worry about a theme and 
focus on clear instructions, almost 
like a version of Simon Says. Think 
about actions the group could make 
with arms. Try calling words like 
‘swim’ or ‘stars’ that are open to 
interpretation - there is no right or 
wrong. Ask people to add a sound to 
go with their action. Go around the 
group and look at different  
people’s responses. 

How to Play // Simplify //

Extend //

You will give an instruction to the group and they will react in a set way. First, pick 
a theme. This can be as general or specific as you like. We found film genres like 
Westerns, Space and Musicals worked well. You could also try places, the weather or 
a time period - it really has infinite possibilities! Find out what the people involved 
are interested in. For example if someone likes aviation, you could choose an 
aeroplane theme. Then pull out any relevant pieces of costume from your Storybox 
for your group to wear. 

Now make up your first ‘call and response’. It doesn’t matter what you set as your 
call and response, as long as it is clear. Establish it by repeating it a few times. 
For example, if your theme was Westerns you could call out “lasso” and let the 
group decide how to respond in unison. It might be with a “yee-haa!” whilst miming 
lassoing a rope in the air; adding an action is a good aid to remember the response 
and can help those who are hard of hearing. We are always impressed by how 
quickly people remember the responses and competitive streaks emerge!

The group can suggest their own call and responses. We find asking questions such 
as, “What other things can we think of around our theme?” or, “If I said ‘horses’ 
what could the response be?”. It is important to listen and try all suggestions. The 
aim isn’t to catch people out if they can’t remember but to encourage everyone to 
respond in the same way together.

Once you have established a few different call and responses, try them in a random 
order to keep the group on their toes! 

5-15 mins1-30 peopleSitting or standingHats



Character Games //
This is a good game to try after the group has warmed up and is ready to try 
something fun. You can take lots of turns at giving everyone a go and encourage 
your audience to be as active as your performers!



Play some evocative music and 
pass an object around the circle. 
Gradually giving everyone a relevant 
prop or piece of costume. Ask the 
group to guess the theme. If your 
theme is ‘school’ maybe you can 
hand out exercise books, school 
hats, and listen to hymn music. If 
you feel confident, why not become 
a character in this theme and 
interact with the group accordingly?

If you have any members of 
the group that prefer writing to 
performing, why not set them the 
task of recording the stories that 
you make up? At the end of the 
game you could listen to all the 
scenes that the group have invented 
and discuss them. Which scenes 
did people enjoy the most? Why 
not invite friends and families to 
come and see some short scenes the 
group have created? It is a good idea 
if you take part so you can guide the 
action from inside the scene.

How to Play // Simplify //

Extend //

First, decide on a starting point to make a scene from. Pick a theme, look at a 
photograph, object or piece of costume. Begin by discussing all the possibilities. Ask 
a lot of questions to prompt responses. Try and encourage them to be imaginative 
and establish that there are no wrong or right answers. Make sure everyone gets 
heard. You could make suggestions if the group are shy, and ask them to embellish. 
Pass the starting point around the circle so everyone has a chance to experience the 
stimulus and offer a response, even if it is just a word.

Now pick one suggestion that has dramatic potential, and see what characters 
you might need in the scene. There are usually stock characters that pop up in any 
situation- the villain, the idiot, the lovers, the boss etc. It is great if you become a 
character, to encourage the group to do the same. Don’t worry if the group have 
poor mobility, people can be characters from their chairs in the audience. Ask 
questions to include everyone- what do you think that person might be wearing / 
thinking / feeling? Where might this scene be taking place? What would happen if...?

If people are up on their feet try and get them to take a position and make a still 
image of the scene, like statues so the audience can see a photo of the scene. Ask 
the group to use facial expressions and think of a line their character might say. If 
you feel confident and the group are enjoying, you could ask those people in the 
scene to bring it to life, and act out the next part in the story. When it feels like a 
natural end give the performers a round of applause before the next turn.

20-60 mins1-15 peopleChairs in a circleProps, costume and music



Hints & Tips



Hats //

Hats are a really fun and fast way to set scenes, to create 
characters and get everyone involved. Hats are easy to 
come by and even easier to use. There are so many styles 
to play with which can often signify a certain sort of person 
or situation. We’ve used party hats, cowboy hats, police 
hats, fancy head-dresses, trilbies and woolly hats in our 
sessions.
 
Using Interests //

Try to find ways of allowing particular interests or popular 
topics of conversation to influence your activities. Doing 
this is not only a good starting point for finding new 
things to do, but it can be a nice way to make people feel 
special and valued. We had one participant who often told 
stories of being stationed in Jamaica during the war, so 
one afternoon we had fun with music and costumes whilst 
pretending to be in Jamaica instead of in Wythenshawe!  
 

A Sense of Occasion //

It’s important to make time to celebrate achievements 
and have something to look forward to. We hold informal 

awards ceremonies with our groups when it comes to the last 
session. We print photographs and make toasts to recognise 
the work that everyone has done together in the weeks before. 
The feeling of being valued is universal to us all, so once a 
month or so, gather everyone together, look back on the 
month and pick out achievements.

Themed Bingo //

Are there any regular events that your group really enjoy 
doing? Could you add themes to these activities? With a game 
like Bingo, you could add a few details to make it more fun. 
Pick a theme that participants might enjoy such as ‘the pub’ 
or ‘Spain’. Can you find ways to incorporate these themes into 
the game such as novelty hats, a new word to replace the word 
‘house’ or a theme related prize? 

TV Guides //

You can find really interesting images in TV guides, especially 
of the soaps, as they have very dramatic action shots. Cut 
out and collect images from these magazines. Get a group 
discussing what was happening in the photo, why it was 
happening and what might happen next. Your group could pick 
out their favourite ideas and re-enact them. 

Hints & Tips //



Build Your Own  
Storybox



own wardrobes! Have a look around at home, keep your eyes 
peeled when you’re out shopping and you’ll be surprised at how 
quickly your storybox will take shape!

What follows is a list of some of the things that we’ve put 
into our own storyboxes. You might like to try one, try them 
all, mix them up or choose your own! How about a wild west 
story box? A sports themed session? What about something 
seasonal, maybe an Easter or Christmas themed storybox? 
 
The possibilities are endless! 

If you make your own storybox, fill it with things that are 
easy to put on and get off, things that feel nice to touch 
and things that are interesting to wear, to look at and to 
hold. Wearing props and costumes is a really simple way of 
including everyone in your group, especially when there are 
varying levels of need and mobility. 

As mentioned in the introduction to this guide, we often 
use props, costumes and music in our sessions to help bring 
the games to life. Although having your own storybox full 
of these things isn’t essential, it is a good place to start if 
you’d like to develop the activities further. We find that 
everyone getting dressed up or listening to a piece of 
music together is a good way to include the whole group, 
especially those with different needs or those who might 
prefer to take a less active role in the games.
 
We often like to build storyboxes around different themes 
that everyone can recognise and be a part of (although 
we also have times when we use anything that comes to 
hand!). These themes can be a great way of developing 
games and influencing the whole sessions. 

Building your own storybox needn’t be expensive. We find 
lots of things in charity shops, pound shops and in our 

Your Storybox //



Hollywood Storybox //
 
Props and costumes
Feather boas
Head-dresses and trilby hats
Fancy scarves
Plastic champagne glasses

Music
The Good, The Bad & The Ugly
Gone with the Wind
Puttin’ On The Ritz
2001: A Space Odyssey

Seaside Storybox //
  
Props and costumes
Rubber rings and beach balls
Sunglasses
Sun-hats and visors
Beach towels
Captain’s hat
Buckets and spades
Sea shells
Fishing nets

Music
Summer Holiday
Oh I Do Like to Be Beside the Seaside
The Sailor’s Hornpipe
Loverly Bunch of Coconuts 
 
Traditional Pub Storybox // 
 
Props and costumes 
Beer mats
Tabards
Tea-towels
Tankards
Hats
Ash Trays
Pipes

Music
Show Me the Way to Go Home
Knees Up Mother Brown
Underneath the Arches
Friends & Neighbours
Don’t Dilly Dally on the Way
Side by Side

Suggestions //





Contacts for the Library Theatre Company //
 
Liz Postlethwaite – Community and Education Director
liz@librarytheatre.com
 
Lowri Evans – Storybox Project Coordinator
lowri@librarytheatre.com
 
0161 200 1533
www.librarytheatre.com

Participating Groups // 
 
Age Concern Miles Platting, Springbank Court, Harpurhey 
Day Centre, Shore Green, Bridges Day Unit, and Hall Lane 
Resource Centre.

Participating Artists //  
 
Sara Cocker and Lowri Evans (Arts Practitioners) 
Roshana Rubin-Mayhew (Photographer)

The Manual // 
 
This manual has been written and produced by Sara Cocker, 
Lowri Evans and Roshana Rubin-Mayhew

Its production would not have been possible without the 
support of the Manchester City Council Valuing Older 
People Team.

To find out more about their work got to -
www.manchester.gov.uk/info/500099/valuing_older_people

This manual was published in April 2012.

Project Credits //


